
 
 
GREENHOUSE NEUTRAL FOUNDATION 
Mitigating Our Global Impact 
 
 
The Greenhouse Neutral Foundation 
Supports and Endorses Bitron Lubricants 
in their mission to advance “Tomorrow’s Solutions Today” 
 
Bitron is at the forefront of technological advance to reduce the emissions created by the 
use of fossil fuels in transport and machinery applications. Efficiencies achieved with the 
addition of the Bitron product provide the end user with an environmental footprint that is 
vastly reduced and hence the overall environmental impact and the reductions of climate 
changing greenhouse gases 
associated with the burning of fossil fuels are greatly reduced. 
 
The Foundation applauds and similarly endorses those who are taking a proactive stance to 
address this pressing global concern of reducing CO2 discharge. A close relationship has 
been formed with Bitron as a ‘Green Partner’ of the Foundation. We would wish this at this 
time in discussions between Bitron and the Government of Fiji for our endorsement of 
Bitron to be publicly stated. 
 
The Government of Fiji may indeed see its nation’s overall emissions output in the 
international perspective of total global emissions as of minor concern. However, the fact 
that the Government is addressing this with such focus exemplifies leadership that many 
other nations worldwide, large and small, should envy. 
The Foundation applauds the Fiji Government and all those associated with bringing this 
benchmark emissions reduction project and the Bitron product implementation to fruition. 
 
The Foundation supports initiatives in the reduction of emissions through its international 
supporters such as the United Nations Environment Program and other global connections. 
 
Bob Williamson 
Founder & Chair 
Greenhouse Neutral Foundation 
http://www.greenhouseneutralfoundation.org 
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Please Contact Brian Rogers for further BI TRON information. 
E-Mail:-   brian@brianrogers.net 
Mob:-      0413 771 090 
   
BI TRON’S  Statement is:-- 
       MONEY  cannot buy  the INSURANCE  you get from ADDING  the BI TRON  Treatments to your VEHICLES 
and MACHINERY.  ur Global Impact 
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